ABSTRACT Stellar mixing length theory is modified to include the effects of a nongradient term that originates from the motion of convective elements with entropy perturbations of either sign. It is argued that such a term, first studied by Deardorff in the meteorological context, represents the effects of thin intense downdrafts caused by the rapid cooling in the granulation layer at the top of the convection zone. They transport heat nonlocally, as originally anticipated by Spruit in the 1990s, who describes the convection in the strongly stratified simulations of Stein & Nordlund as entropy rain. Although our model has ill-determined free parameters, it demonstrates that solutions can be found that look similar to the original ones, except that the deeper layers are now Schwarzschild stable, so no giant cells are produced and the typical convective scale is that of granules even at larger depth. Consequences for modeling solar differential, the global dynamo, and sunspots are briefly discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Late-type stars such as our Sun have outer convection zones. The observed solar granulation is a surface manifestation of their existence. Granulation and the underlying convection have been modeled successfully using mixing length theory (MLT) and numerical simulations with realistic physics included (Stein & Nordlund 1989 , 1998 Vögler et al. 2005; Gudiksen et al. 2011; Freytag et al. 2012) . As a function of depth, the simulations reproduce some essential features predicted by MLT, in particular an estimate regarding the depth dependence of the turbulent rms velocity, u rms ≈ (F conv /ρ) 1/3 , where F conv is the convective flux and ρ is the density. Simulations also seem to confirm an important hypothesis of MLT regarding gradual increase of the typical convective time and length scales with depth. Given such agreements, there was never any reason to question our basic understanding of convection.
In recent years, local helioseismology has allowed us to determine subsurface flow velocities (Duvall et al. 1997; Gizon & Birch 2005) . However, recent helioseismic observations by Hanasoge et al. (2010 Hanasoge et al. ( , 2012 have not detected largescale convection velocities at the expected levels. No obvious flaws have yet been identified in their analysis, although Greer et al. (2015) have suggested that the deep-focusing technique of Hanasoge et al. (2012) removes too much signal over the time span of the measurements. Using instead the ring diagram analyses with appropriately assembled averaging kernels to focus on the deeper layers, they find instead values of the turbulent rms velocities that are consistent with conventional wisdom.
No immediate resolution to these conflicting findings is yet in sight, The issue has recently been examined by Lord et al. (2014) , who study the possible contribution of small-scale flows in the deeper parts of the convection zone. However, large-scale flows still prevail in the deeper parts. Hotta et al. (2015) have discussed the possible role of small-scale magnetic fields in suppressing the formation of large-scale flows. It is also worthwhile reviewing possible shortcomings in our theoretical understanding and numerical modeling of stellar convection. One of the difficulties concerns the small values of viscosity and radiative diffusivity, which are treated routinely using what is called numerical diffusion. This does not always translate in any obvious way to physical viscosity or physical radiative diffusivity. Alternatively, in direct numerical simulations (DNS) one uses physical viscosity and diffusivity, but their values usually exceed the physical ones by many orders of magnitude. Both approaches are problematic.
By using an enhanced radiative diffusivity, the radiative flux is enhanced by a corresponding amount. This has a series of consequences. Most notably, the convective velocities are too high. It is usually assumed that this can be cured by adding a subgrid scale (SGS) flux that is, for example, proportional to the gradient of the temperature fluctuation or the specific entropy gradient that would not affect the radiative energy flux resulting from the mean temperature stratification, which should be very small. However, the diffusion coefficient in the SGS flux is, again, many orders of magnitude larger than the physical one acting on the mean stratification.
There is yet another problem that concerns simulations in which a predetermined, height-dependent profile K(z) is used, instead of calculating its local value with a physical opacity. Such an approach has been used routinely in studies of compressible convection, especially when stably and unstably stratified layers are combined (Hurlburt et al. 1986; Brandenburg et al. 1996) . The simulations of Käpylä et al. (2013) adopted a profile that yields a negative (unstable) radial entropy gradient throughout the entire layer. However, as will be pointed out below, it is a priori only a tiny surface layer in which the hydrostatic model is unstable. The rest of the model is a priori stable to convection, but it becomes marginally stable (or perhaps marginally unstable) as a consequence of mixing.
We should emphasize that the hydrostatic solution is mainly of academic interest. It is used to compute, for example, the Rayleigh number, a measure of the degree of instability, and the Nusselt number, which quantifies the efficiency of convection relative to the nonconvecting hydrostatic reference solution. However, there is no doubt that the actual stratification of the Sun is close to marginal stability down to a fractional radius of 0.705, as confirmed by helioseismology (Basu 1997) . Nevertheless, the concept of convection being driven by surface cooling rather than heating from below has been promoted in the number of papers by Stein & Nordlund (1989 , 1998 and elaborated upon by Spruit (1997) . The question is to what extent this affects our understanding of the speed and scales of convective motions, how this effect can be included in models at the level of MLT, and whether this might have any bearing on the interpretation of the results of Hanasoge et al. (2012) .
In order to include the nonlocal effects described by Spruit (1997) , we must look for a contribution to the convective flux that is not related to the local entropy gradient. Such a term has been identified in the meteorological context by Deardorff (1966) , who describes it as a countergradient flux. In Deardorff (1972) , he derives an expression for this flux, which depends on the local temperature or entropy fluctuation which, in his case, comes from measurements. However, in the present case we assume that such fluctuations have their origin in what Spruit (1997) refers to as threads, which are thin downdrafts on an almost perfectly isentropic background.
In a way, the scenario described by Spruit (1997) resembles that of convective overshoot, as has been modeled in some of the aforementioned papers (Hurlburt et al. 1986; Brandenburg et al. 1996) . However, this is misleading, because the overshoot layer is normally thought to be a relatively small and fuzzy extension of the actual convection zone. One would therefore not be able to understand the relatively sharp demarcation at the bottom, which has been detected with helioseismology (Basu 1997 ). An important purpose of this paper is therefore to demonstrate that, with a hypothetical nonlocal contribution to the flux, it is possible to obtain models that still do have a sharply defined lower boundary.
A HIGHLY UNSTABLE SURFACE LAYER
The main motivation for the existence of a highly unstable surface layer comes from the consideration of the associated hydrostatic reference solution. This is something that is normally never considered in stellar physics, because we know that such a solution would be unstable to convection. However, as mentioned in the introduction, this solution is of certain academic interest. In this section we only present the basic argument at a qualitative level, making reference to earlier numerical calculations by Barekat & Brandenburg (2014) for a simple model. They considered an opacity law of the form
where a and b are adjustable parameters, ρ 0 and T 0 are reference values for density and temperature, respectively, and κ 0 gives the overall magnitude of the opacity. The essential point here is to note that the exponents a and b determine the gradient of specific entropy in a purely nonconvecting hydrostatic reference model. In thermodynamic equilibrium, the radiative flux must be constant, i.e.,
where K = 16σ SB T 3 /3κρ is the radiative conductivity with σ SB being the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. For the simple opacity law (1), but with
the optically thick regime is characterized by a constant temperature gradient and therefore K = const. This implies that
is a polytropic index. For a ratio of specific heats of γ = 5/3, the value of n for marginal Schwarzschild stability is n crit = 1/(γ − 1) = 3/2. In most of the solar convection zone, the dominant opacity is the bound-free absorption owing to the absorption of light during ionization of a bound electron, which is well described by the Kramers opacity with a = 1 and b = −7/2, so n = 3.25, which corresponds to a Schwarzschild stable solution. Only near the surface, at temperatures typically below 20, 000 K, the dominant opacity is the H − opacity. It can no longer be approximated by a simple power law of the type given by Equation (1). However, in limited density and temperature ranges, certain values of a and b can tentatively be specified, e.g., a = 0.5 and b = 7...14. Clearly, for all these values the constraint (3) is violated, so the solutions are no longer polytropes, but they can still be constructed numerically and they demonstrate, not surprisingly, that the solution is convectively unstable. What is more surprising is the fact that even with a combined opacity law of the form
where κ Kr and κ H − are given by Equation (1) Of course, as stated earlier, the hydrostatic reference solution is only of academic interest. Already with standard MLT, allowing for a convective flux, one finds a vastly extended convection zone with a depth of approximately 200 Mm. However, the question now is how this can be effected by the presence of the Deardorff flux. This will be the subject of the rest of his paper.
THE DEARDORFF FLUX
In the meteorological context, countergradient heat flux terms have been noticed for a long time (Priestley & Swinbank 1947; Deardorff 1966) . They appear naturally when calculating the convective heat flux F conv using the τ approximation in its minimalistic form (e.g. Blackman & Field 2003) . In this approach, one computes the time derivative of F conv . In the absence of ionization effects, F conv can be written as
In the case of strongly stratified layers, it is convenient to use pressure P and specific entropy S as thermodynamic variables, i.e. S/c P = ln T − ∇ ad ln P,
where ∇ ad = 1 − 1/γ, and γ = c P /c v is the ratio of specific heats. Note that S is only defined up to some reference value, that is her set to zero. Ignoring pressure variations and linearizing δ ln T = δT /T , we can replace c P δT by T δS.
In the following, we denote averages by overbars and fluctuations by lower case characters, i.e., S = S + s, we s = δS have the same meaning. We also ignore mean flows, so there are only velocity fluctuations u. Focussing only on the dominant contribution, we have
Next, we write the time derivative of F conv as
where dots denote partial derivatives. Using the governing equations for the fluctuations u i and s, we havė
where dots refer to terms that are nonlinear in the fluctuations,
is the heating and cooling rate owing to radiation (Unno & Spiegel 1966; Edwards 1990 ), c γ = 16σ SB T 3 /ρc P is the photon diffusion speed (Barekat & Brandenburg 2014) , ℓ = 1/κρ is the photon mean-free path, and k f is the typical wavenumber of the fluctuations. Thus, we havė (13) where N refers to triple correlations that will be approximated by the quadratic correlation F conv via
where τ is the relaxation time due to turbulence (Blackman & Field 2003) , which will later be identified with the turnover time. This procedure, especially when correlations with pressure fluctuations are neglected, is called the minimal τ approximation. Critical aspects of the closure assumption (14) have been verified numerically for passive scalar transport (Brandenburg et al. 2004 ). We are interested in slow variations such that the time derivative of F conv can be neglected. In view of astrophysical applications, we replace the specific entropy gradient by the superadiabatic gradient, i.e.,
where H P = −(d ln P/dz) −1 is the pressure scale height. Assuming a steady state, we arrive at (16) where τ red is the reduced relaxation time defined by
and anisotropies have been ignored, so we can write u i u j ≈ 1 3 δ ij u 2 rms , and ∇ D is a new contribution to standard MLT, resulting from the Deardorff flux. This is a contribution to the flux that results from the motion of entropy fluctuations of either sign. They can be driven by corresponding velocity perturbations characterized by the Mach number, whose origin might be the surface cooling layer, as discussed by Spruit (1997) .
Next, we estimate the velocity perturbations associated with the Deardorff flux. We use Equation (10) to derive a steadystate expression for s 2 under the τ approximation and find
This shows that fluctuations of the specific entropy are associated with a positive flux and a locally negative (unstable) mean entropy gradient. If inserted into Equation (13), this would give the same contribution to the flux as the first term. Thus, to get a countergradient flux, we have to invoke Spruit's nonlocal contribution. Based on the numerical findings of Stein & Nordlund (1989) , he argues that the only source of entropy fluctuations is the surface, because the bulk of the convection zone is otherwise essentially isentropic. In analogy with laboratory convection (Heslot et al. 1987; Castaing et al. 1989) , he refers to the downdrafts as threads. To estimate the resulting depth dependence of s 2 , we must know the dependence of their filling factor f (z) and contrast ∆s(z), which gives for the horizontal average s 2 = f (z)∆s 2 (z). Both contributions decrease with depth. In the extreme case when ∆s = const, there would be no mixing with the surroundings, and the filling factor would decrease with depth owing to compression. If the compression is just two-dimensional with respect to the plane, we have f ∝ ρ −1 , while for three-dimensional compression (as for a sphere) we have f ∝ ρ −2/3 . On the other hand, if there is mixing, and/or significant heating of the downdrafts, which could easily be overestimated by large-eddy simulations, ∆s 2 (z) would decrease, while f (z) would increase only due to a mixing, but not due to heating. Thus, there would be partial compression in the former case, so we can consider the dependencies f ∝ ρ −1 and ρ −2/3 as upper limits, while the reality might imply smaller values.
As argued above, in the surface layers, where nonlocal effects are absent, the contribution from ∇ D is just as much as that from ∇ − ∇ ad . We thus expect that in deeper layers, where ∇ − ∇ ad has diminished, ∇ D will be a fraction of the maximum value of that in the surface layers, i.e.,
We are now in a position to construct in model of the resulting stratification under the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium and flux balance. This will be done in the next section.
MODIFIED MIXING LENGTH MODEL
To construct an equilibrium model, we begin by considering first the case without convection, so the flux F is carried by radiation alone. Hydrostatic and thermal equilibrium then imply dP/dz = −ρg and KdT /dz = −F , or, alternatively for the logarithmic gradients,
where we have introduced the pressure scale height H P = RT /µg, with R and µ being the universal gas constant and the mean molecular weight, respectively, and the doublelogarithmic temperature gradient ∇ = d ln T /d ln P , which one obtains by dividing the two equations through each other, i.e.,
where we use the equation of state in the form P/T ρ = R/µ = c P − c V = c P (1 − 1/γ) = c P ∇ ad , where c P and c v are the specific heats at constant pressure and constant volume, respectively. We can then states the full model in the form
If the energy is no longer carry just by radiation, ∇ cannot be computed from Equation (22), but we have to invoke a suitable theory of convection. Flux balance implies that the sums of radiative and convective fluxes equals the total flux, i.e.,
It is convenient to express these three fluxes in terms of nablas. For a given temperature gradient that is quantified by the value of ∇, the radiative flux is evidently
where ∇ characterizes the actual temperature gradient. We can also define a hypothetic radiative temperature gradient ∇ rad that would result if all the energy was carried by radiation, so we can write
Finally, as explained in Section 3, we have from Equation (16)
where
rms /H P . Flux equilibrium then implies
where ǫ −1 = F 0 c P ∇ ad /Kg. Here, however, the expression for F 0 involves the still unknown turbulent rms velocity and the reduced time τ red . Here, the turnover time is related to the rms velocity and the typical wavenumber (or inverse length scale) k f of the fluctuations via τ = 1/u rms k f , so
where σ = u rms /(u rms + ιc γ ) with ι = ℓk f /(3 + ℓ 2 k 2 f ) (31) quantify the radiative heating and cooling between convective elements and the surroundings. The last term is a factor that becomes maximum when ℓk f = √ 3. For k f we consider different alternatives. We can either assume that it is related to the cross-sectional area A ≈ k −2 f , which, in turn, is proportional to the filling factor f , so k f ≈ f −1/2 ≈ ρ −1/2 (or ≈ ρ −1/3 for three-dimensional compression). Another alternative assumption is k f ≈ const = given, which is the approach taken here.
The assumption of a decreasing filling factor is quite different from the usual assumption of an increasing mixing length with depth. Even a fixed filling factor would be quite unconventional, although this is in a sense the simplest assumption. In that case ∆s would appear to be diluted by a factor ρ −1 , so we have either
or, with a diluted entropy contrast ∆s eff , k f ≈ const and ∆s
In both cases we have,
where k f remains still unconstrained. In Equation (30), the local value of the turbulent rms velocity depends always on the actual flux transported, and therefore it must also depend on ∇ − ∇ ad + ∇ D . On dimensional grounds, since F conv is proportional to u 3 rms , we have
so that F conv is proportional to (∇− ∇ ad + ∇ D ) 3/2 . Standard mixing length arguments (see Appendix A) can be used to show that the prefactor in Equation (35) is typically a fraction of the sound speed c s , where c
This leads to an equation that is similar to the cubic equation for ∇ that is familiar in standard MLT (Kippenhahn & Weigert 1990) ,
where ǫ * is related to ǫ, except that expression, F 0 is evaluated with c 0 instead of u rms . It can also be written as
where χ = K/ρc P is the radiative diffusivity. An essential difference between this new equation and the usual one is the presence of ∇ D arising from the Deardorff flux. Within the usual MLT, where ∇ D = 0, one finds that ∇ is slightly above ∇ ad , but now it might instead be slightly above ∇ ad − ∇ D . There are indeed two possibilities, one corresponding to a Schwarzschild-stable solution
and one that is Schwarzschild unstable
which of the two possibilities is attained depends on the value of ∇ D and also on details of the solution.
We note in passing that in standard MLT, one includes the effects of radiative heating or cooling of the convective elements in a different manner than here. Instead of ∇ − ∇ ad , the effective buoyancy force is written as ∇ − ∇ ′ , where ∇ ′ always lies between ∇ and ∇ ad (Vitense 1953) . Thus, one has ∇ ad < ∇ ′ < ∇, which resembles Equation (40) with a negative value of ∇ D . In that sense the effects of heating and cooling are opposite to that of ∇ D .
NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS
To demonstrate the effects of the ∇ D term on the resulting stratification, we now present some numerical solutions. Although solar parameters have been used, they cannot represent the Sun, because ionization has been ignored and a rather simple opacity law of the form of Equation (5) has been used with a = 0.5 and b = 20 for the exponents in the powerlaw expression for κ H − . We solve Equations (24) and (24) together with Equations (19) and (37) characterizing the physics of nonlocal convection. We integrate the equations from the top inward, starting with T = (3/4) 1/4 T eff and a sufficiently low pressure as initial values. We treat the u rms term iteratively by using the value from the previous point. To experiment with different values of the filling factor, we use
where ρ * is the density at the point where ∇ − ∇ ad is equal to its peak value.
In Figure 1 we show profiles of S, ∇ − ∇ ad , and u rms for f 0 = 0 (no Deardorff term), as well as f 0 = 0.1, 0.3, and 1. For f 0 = 0.1, the modification relative to MLT is quite minor, but the effect is still dramatic in that much of the convection zone has now a subadiabatic stratification. Those layers are therefore Schwarzschild stable and provide no longer a source of giant cells. The profiles of u rms are basically the same in all cases and fall off like P −∇ ad . Finally, we compare in Figure 2 the standard convective solution (same as the case with ∇ D = 0 in Figure 1 ) with the nonconvective radiative reference solution. Not surprisingly, owing to the absence of convection, the same flux can now only be transported with a hugely enhanced negative entropy gradient near the surface. However, this layer is now extremely thin (≈ 1 Mm).
CONSEQUENCES FOR SOLAR MODELING
A number of consequences for solar modeling were already anticipated by Spruit (1997) . Most importantly, he stressed that the granulation represents the largest scale in all of the solar convection zone. This could be a startling realization in view of the still rather popular mixing length treatment and also in view of all the global spherical shell simulations of convection and associated dynamo action, which all seem to have ignored Spruit's work. As far as the author is concerned, the decisive warning sign came from the helioseismic results of Hanasoge et al. (2012) and the worry that their results may not be an artifact of poor signal to (turbulent) noise.
If the solar granulation at the surface marks the largest scale in the convection zone even at a depth of several tens of megameters and beneath, the spectral power must decrease toward smaller wavenumbers k either like k 2 or k 4 ; see also Lord et al. (2014) . If one imagines the flow to be anelastic so that the mass flux ρu = ∇ × ψ is given by a stream function ψ, and if ψ is given by white noise, then one should expect a k 4 spectrum. Interestingly, Spruit (1997) discards the possibility of regular turbulence even on smaller scales on the grounds that, owing to the absence of no-slip boundaries that known to be chiefly responsible for driving turbulence in laboratory flows. He argues that the observed granulation pattern excludes an interpretation in terms of a turbulent cascade and that the smaller scales are primarily the result of laminar squeezing.
Below the surface, observational arguments cannot be used to constrain the flow. On the other hand, numerical experiments show that any laminar driving at a large scale produces a cascade toward smaller scale; see, e.g., Podvigina & Pouquet (1994) for the case of the so-called ABC flow. Whether or not the particular case of random downflows or threads posed an exception would be a subject of future investigation. However, even if the flow is not truly turbulent at granular scales, we can make the following statements about diffusive and non-diffusive properties of the flow. First, the flow is able to diffuse large-scale magnetic fields and large-scale flow nonuniformities, and it is able to diffuse active and passive scalar fields with an effective diffusivity of the order of u rms /3k f . Its value will now be much smaller than what was previously thought, because k f H P will be much larger than unity. Several non-diffuse effects such as the α effect (Moffatt 1978; Krause & Rädler 1980 ) and the negative effective magnetic pressure effect (Kleeorin et al. 1989 (Kleeorin et al. , 1996 Brandenburg et al. 2011 Brandenburg et al. , 2013 will be stronger for larger scale separation. The dynamo number for the α effect is known to be directly proportional to the scale separation ratio (Blackman & Brandenburg 2002) , giving therefore rise to the possibility of large-scale dynamo action closer to the surface than what was previously thought. This would be of interest for distributed dynamo scenarios where the dynamo wave is shaped by the near-surface shear layer (Brandenburg 2005; Pipin & Kosovichev 2011) . Another interesting aspect is the production of magnetic flux concentrations similar to what is seen as active regions and sunspots near the surface as a result of the negative effective magnetic pressure instability (NEMPI). On the other hand, rotational effects on the flow might be weaker than previously thought, because the Coriolis number Co = 2Ω/u rms k f is decreased when k f is increased. This implies that the suppressing effect of rotation on NEMPI (Losada et al. 2012 (Losada et al. , 2013 ) is alleviated, making this scenario of spot formation a more viable one for the Sun.
Regarding the differential rotation of the Sun, it is not entirely clear whether an increased value of k f is beneficial for our current understanding of differential rotation produced by the Λ effect and modified by the effects connected with the Taylor-Proudman theorem. Furthermore, the Λ effect has two contributions, one that depends just on the flow anisotropy and is believed to be responsible for producing the negative radial shear in the near-surface shear layer and another one that depends on rotation via the Coriolis number that drives a positive radial and latitudinal shear and is important in the deeper parts (Rüdiger et al. 2014) . With a smaller value of Co, the thickness of the near-surface shear layer would increase. Conversely, in simulations with a weak nonlocal Deardorff flux, the near-surface shear layer would be thinner, which might explain why it is not seen in those simulations.
Given that the value of Co was decreased, one might wonder, whether the tendency of forming cylindrical Ω contours via the Taylor-Proudman effect might be alleviated. One reason why this is not obvious is that in mean-field models of differential rotation it is primarily the turbulent Taylor number Ta = (2ΩR 2 /ν t ) 2 that determines the onset of cylindrical Ω contours (Brandenburg et al. 1992) . Since turbulent diffusion will be smaller for larger values of k f , Ta will actually be larger than previously thought, because the two are related to each other via Ta = 9(k f R)
4 Co 2 ∝ k 2 f , which shows a net increase with with k f , even though Co decreases.
If future work does indeed confirm that the TaylorProudman effect becomes more stringent for larger k f , we must focus on the baroclinic terms resulting from mean and fluctuating fields (Brandenburg 1993) , i.e. ∇T × ∇S, whose azimuthal components could be able to balance the axial derivative of Ω, in particular −r sin θdΩ 2 /dz, where r and θ are radius and colatitude in a spherical coordinate system and d/dz denotes the derivative along the axis. A finite baroclinic term can be accomplished chiefly through latitudinal entropy gradients, which would give its largest contribution with the dominant radial temperature gradient. It is long known that such latitudinal entropy gradients can be produced through rotational modifications of the convective heat flux (Rüdiger 1980 (Rüdiger , 1989 . Again, however, it is unclear whether increased values of k f are beneficial or detrimental to our present understanding of solar differential rotation.
Interestingly, although the large values of k f favor proposals of producing sunspots as a near-surface phenomenon through NEMPI, they also favor flux transport dynamos that rely on a strongly decreased value of the turbulent diffusivity which is needed to produce equatorward migration of the sunspot activity region through an equatorward flow at the bottom of the convection zone. However, other problems still exist with such a scenario in that the rotation speed at the bottom of the convection zone is too low compared to the speed of active nests observed at the solar surface; see Brandenburg (2005) for a deeper discussion of this and other arguments.
DISCUSSION
Over a quarter of a century have passed since the simulations of Stein & Nordlund (1989) suggested a completely novel concept of how solar and stellar convection might work. This led to remarkable insights, especially in conjunction with related findings in laboratory convection, as summarized by Spruit (1997) . However, only now, after Hanasoge et al. (2012) shook up the community with helioseismic findings so different from those of standard mixing length theory and global simulations, Spruit's suggestions might finally receive some attention.
Given that simulations tend to produce large velocities in deeper layers, we must ask whether something could be wrong with them. To address this question, we must distinguish between two types of simulations. Simulations using realistic opacities, hydrogen ionization, and radiative transport (Stein & Nordlund 1989 , 1998 Vögler et al. 2005; Gudiksen et al. 2011; Freytag et al. 2012) , and those using reference profiles for radiative diffusivity or background entropy that are motivated by standard MLT. The latter clearly suffer from the problem that the physics of a nonlocal Deardorff flux is explicitly ignored. The former simulations do actually include it and should therefore allow for the formation of a marginally stable deeper layer. Although this might already be the case in some of these models, they inevitably suffer from the problem that the thermal diffusion time is orders of magnitude longer than the typical run times of a few days, so the significance of finding any departures from MLT profiles remained questionable. Resolving this uncertainty would require detailed studies in more moderate parameter regimes in which direct numerical simulations are still feasible, i.e., smaller values of κ 0 (Barekat & Brandenburg 2014 ).
CONCLUSIONS
In the present work we have suggested that the convective flux in stellar mixing length models should contain an extra nonlocal contribution so that the convective flux is no longer proportional to the local superadiabatic gradient, ∇ − ∇ ad , but to ∇ − ∇ ad + ∇ D , where ∇ D is a new nonlocal contribution, which was first identified by Deardorff (1966) in the meteorological context.
We have presented an alternative formulation of stellar mixing length theory which includes the ∇ D term. The formalism and the final results are similar to those of conventional MLT in that one arrives here also at a cubic equation for ∇, but the term ∇ − ∇ ad is now replaced by ∇ − ∇ ad + ∇ D . This new formulation implies that convection can carry a finite flux while ∇−∇ ad is still negative and therefore the stratifications Schwarzschild stable, i.e., Equation (40) is obeyed. Consequently, if confirmed, no large length scales are being excited.
This surprising suggestion, first reached by Spruit (1997) , would explain the absence of giant cells in the Sun and would be consistent with the helioseismic measurements of upper limits of convective flow speeds by Hanasoge et al. (2012) . This would also explain what is missing in all the current simulations of global convection both with and without associated dynamo action. They all lack the presence of an extremely unstable surface layer, leading to what was sometimes called "entropy rain" and are instead unstably stratified throughout the entire convection zone.
Future work could proceed along two separate paths. On the one hand, one must establish the detailed physics leading to the ∇ D term using models with reduced opacity, so that reliable DNS are still possible, i.e., no SGS terms are added and the original equations solved as stated. On the other hand, one can proceed with suitably parameterized large eddy simulations that either include a nonlocal Deardorff term of the form given by Equation (19), as discussed in Section 3, or that explicitly release entropy rain at the surface such that the resulting stratification is still marginally stable.
An important goal of such revised studies is to establish the range of modifications of understanding of related solar and stellar phenomena. Those phenomena range from solar differential rotation (where contemporary simulations still produce Ω contours that are cylindrical, especially at low latitudes), to the global dynamo (whose equatorward migration is still not understood), and to a theory of sunspot formation (for which NEMPI is a favorite candidate when k f H P is large). 
Inserting this into Equation (6) yields F conv ≈
